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Interlink
Editor's Message
Greetings to all members of our Southdown fellowship!

Happy to report that this issue of Interlink is packed with great content. It's been a

full and rewarding few months, from sizzling summer events to creating new

committees to busy AA bees diligently doing service to help the still suffering

among us. 

We can't wait for you to dive into Dani's evocative description of our recent

Southdown 'summer picnic in the park' and to read our lovely Liasion Officer reports.

Not to mention hear from new Committee Chair and Electronic Communications

Officer Andy on the brand new Intergroup Committee which will hopefully bring

more support into the lives of our hardworking LOs. 

Big thanks to our Archivist Nick who has taken part in our regular Q&A slot this

quarter. He has written an impassioned three-parter on why we should all be

thinking about taking up the baton as he looks to rotate out after almost 20 years of

service. It's a truly inspiring read. 

Finally Greg B will come to the end of his tenure as Telephone Liaison Officer role in

February 2023. Don't miss his rundown of reasons this role is a cracking bit of

service for someone looking to step up. 

As always, I am in awe of those around me that give their time and energy so

cheerfully in the pursuit of a sober day for all of us. I'm very grateful to be able to do

my bit by helping to share it with the wider group. 

Yours in fellowship, 

Lucy S

Interlink Editor

Lucy S, Interlink Editor

interlink.southdown@aamail.org
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Telephone Liasion

Officer (starting

February 2023)

Intergroup
Vacancies

OUR CHAIR CHECKS IN... 

I hope everyone is enjoying the summer and really starting to get used to being back to

normal meetings face to face meetings, I can really feel the fellowship being put back into our

fellowship.

As a consequence of Covid and other factors we are struggling to fill service positions, this

seems to be a problem from group level right through to Intergroup and regionally.

I am going to keep my spiel short this time as Andy N, the Chair of our new Liason Officer

committee, is going to introduce our new service committee which is designed to more

effectively carry the message at Intergroup level than we have been able to recently.

I will leave you with one thought - who was there for you when you came in? Without service

positions being filled we don't have an effective fellowship so please consider if you are doing

your fair share.

Yours in Fellowship

Matt, Chair Southdown Intergroup

chair.southdown@aamail.org

Q & A  W I T H  N I C K
How long have you been in this role and how did you find out

about it?

I have been archivist for Southdown Intergroup since 2003. Before

I was a GSR trying to control my home group and needed to hand

over! The plan was to do some service at Intergroup, and I thought

being an archivist would suit me well. Archivists have no part in

the service structure and have no vote at Intergroup. So, I could

just attend, listen, make notes and keep my mouth shut. That was

my plan, but it did not quite work out that way. First of all, it

became a requirement that the archivist post would be non-

rotational. Then we started a group to publish the Southdown

archives. I was however fortunate that Ruth and Joyce, the former

archivists had kept a tidy and informative set of archives.

What is the highlight of doing this role?

Most definitely keeping in touch with fellow archivists and

members. 

An archivist needs to be proactive. 

I had not a clue when I started in the role. Joyce finished her term

in 1997, I came into the fellowship in 1998 and started the post in

2003. I had enormous support from members of the national

archive network. Particularly from Kevin in Coventry. He remains an

archivist today. From two boxes our archives have expanded over

the years. Each year the archive network holds a two-day meeting

at GSO in York. 

It is an opportunity to meet old friends and new, whilst at the same

time regenerating our spiritual archive batteries. A great highlight

in this post has been the publication of the Southdown Legacy,

which is an archive newsletter. There is in fact one being currently

prepared. 
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We have a new liasion officer commitee andWe have a new liasion officer commitee and
LOC Chair Andrew tells us all about it...LOC Chair Andrew tells us all about it...  

Q & A  W I T H  N I C K  ( C O N T . )
What impact do you think doing the role has had on your own

recovery?

In short, it has helped me grow up a bit and gain sobriety. There

are always things to do and people to speak to. Archivists are a

friendly bunch. Displaying at conventions, including the Southern

and Northern Conventions, has brought me in contact with people

from all over the country. It is not surprising this includes folk from

across the border, for they are passionate about archives in

Scotland. The biggest impact on my recovery has been that this

role has over the years, led me to other archive activities, like

participating in the Magical History Tour and Darkness into Light

projects. I have also been privileged to serve twice on the archive

sub committee to the Board. However, since becoming SE Region

archivist, it is now time to hand over the batten and let another

enthusiast participate in this beautiful way of life, as local

archivist. We are never far from help.

 

What do Liaison Officers do? Bill W has this to say... 

“To reach more alcoholics, understanding of AA and public goodwill toward AA must go on growing everywhere. We need to be on still better terms with medicine,

religions, employers, government, courts, prisons, mental hospitals and all enterprises in the alcoholism field.”

Put simply, an AA Liaison Officer (LO) has the role of carrying the message of recovery to the still suffering alcoholic, which is the primary purpose of AA. We do

this by getting in touch with the relevant staff in any organisation who is in a position to pass on the knowledge of the existence of AA and what it can do for the

still suffering alcoholic. Having knowledge of a sector means the Liaison Officer stands a better chance of being able to effectively carry the message to that

sector (i.e traditionally LO roles have been split into Armed Forces, Health, Public Information, Young People and so on.) 

For some 5 or 6 years, and those are as far back as easily accessible records go, Southdown Intergroup have had an ongoing issue with the recruitment of

Liaison Officers. This has led to no-one carrying the message to sectors wherein there is a vacancy for LO. This leads to Southdown Intergroup failing in some

areas of our Primary Purpose. 

So it’s time to try something new...

The Liaison Officer Committee (LOC) was voted into existence at the most recent meeting of Intergroup GSRs. It is hoped that as a result of having a pool of LO

resources, rather than a dedicated or absent resource, will enable better delivery of our Primary Purpose. 

The LOC will initially focus on project work into healthcare and clerical. This is due to some members of the LOC having had ideas about how to reach out into

these sectors. The LOC welcome suggestions from any member of AA for outreach project ideas into any sector. The idea is that these projects can draw on the

resources of a number of members of the LOC rather than being down to a single individual to deliver and therefore stand a higher chance of success. 

The other founding principal of the LOC is to drive engagement and service from all members into all sectors. The vast majority of AA members have had

experience in the professional world and this experience is invaluable in carrying the message. By moving to a project based methodology, it will allow members

to suggest and work on outreach drives for the duration of that project rather than have to run for and be elected as an LO on a fixed term. Net result means more

people in recovery!

Andrew, Electronic Communications Liaison Officer & LOC Chair 

ecomm.southdown@aamail.org

"it is now time to hand over
the batten and let another

enthusiast participate in this
beautiful way of life, as local

archivist. We are never far
from help.."

mailto:ecomm.southdown@aamail.org
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South East Region

M A I N  A S S E M B L Y  ( C O N T . )   

"One of my plans is to create
a network of veterans or still
serving members within AA,

to create a further reach
across the region"

Regional Reports

The regional team were unable to submit a report this quarter. 

Darkness into Light

Six short AA videos

Ten AA members recordings

Al-Anon information

Past events

Darkness into Light continues its success across Sussex! For those

that missed it, Darkness into Light is part of Alcoholics Anonymous

75th Anniversary celebrations in Great Britain and is a

retrospective of our work in the community. 

Open to all and free to attend, it’s a fantastic opportunity to learn

more about AA. The project website is currently displaying lots of

useful information for the newcomer, sponsees, 12 steppers,

existing members, professionals, the public and family members

including:

Visit www.aadarknessintolight.org.uk to find out more 

https://aadarknessintolight.org.uk/
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Liaison Officer's Reports

Archives

Pink Forms       

Groups are asked to send in pink forms to the secretary and archivist at Southdown, together with GSO. GSO has now published the National Where to

Find 2022. Does your group have two telephone contact numbers? This is very helpful for 12 steppers and visitors.

New role!  

If you enjoy archiving, there are quite a few tasks to be done, and your help would be much appreciated. Southdown still needs an archivist. If you

would like to know more, please feel free to contact me or alternatively come and join us at the archive workshop in Burgess Hill on Sunday 25th

September 2022.

Thanks, 

Nick, Archives Liaison Officer

archives.southdown@aamail.org
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Telephones

·The past quarter has seen a steady volume of calls, although year on year

as a team are handling approximately 100 less calls per month.

·Although we currently have a full complement of responders, we still

continue to see a high degree of “churn” amongst responders which can

stretch the service on occasion. This is problem is further exaggerated as

we enter the summer months and having to facilitate responder holiday

cover. We are always keen to hear from anyone interested in supporting the

Southdown telephone service on a reserve responder basis.

·In February 2023 I rotate out of my role as TLO (Telephone Liaison Officer)

after 3 years service. It is now time in my last six months of service to

identify my successor and start sponsoring them into the role. This will

hopefully ensure a smooth transition. So, anybody interested feel free to

contact me for an informal discussion in the first instance.

·We continue to block withheld telephone numbers from 18:00 to 07:00,

this has greatly assisted the evening and overnight responders. This

measure has significantly reduced the number of nuisance calls and

allowed responders to focus on the genuine callers.

Greg B, Telephone Liaison Officer

telephones.southdown@aamail.org 

Liaison Officer's Reports

12th Step

A quarterly email was sent out at the beginning of May to confirm if

volunteers were still willing and also to update contact details if

required. Many thanks to those that have responded. 

I'm happy to report an increase in responders volunteers on the Isle of

Wight thanks to several members coming forward. Many thanks to

those involved! 

As of 2nd July 2022 there are 173 12th Step Volunteers on the list. I've

asked the telephone responders for feedback on how often they find it

difficult to find a 12th Step Volunteer. The general consensus was that

there was a lack of female responders volunteers in the northern areas

(North of Petersfield). If there are any ladies in that area who would be

interested in helping the still suffering alcoholic please do get in touch.

Paul H, 12th Step Liaison Officer

12step.southdown@aamail.org

"There is a lack of
female 12-step

responders volunteers
North of Petersfield."

WHY BE A TLO?
"Telephone service has been an important part of my recovery. It has"Telephone service has been an important part of my recovery. It has

allowed me to carry the message to the still suffering alcoholic, whilstallowed me to carry the message to the still suffering alcoholic, whilst

also acting as a constant reminder that I do not want to return to thealso acting as a constant reminder that I do not want to return to the

madness. Lastly It allowed me to be part of a team of like mindedmadness. Lastly It allowed me to be part of a team of like minded

people.people.

It seemed a natural progression after 18 months of telephoneIt seemed a natural progression after 18 months of telephone

responding to put myself forward for the role of TLO for Southdownresponding to put myself forward for the role of TLO for Southdown

Intergroup. This helped to keep me busy and sober during lockdownIntergroup. This helped to keep me busy and sober during lockdown

as well as maintaining a much needed helpline during a veryas well as maintaining a much needed helpline during a very

challenging period. It also provided an opportunity to continue doingchallenging period. It also provided an opportunity to continue doing

a piece of service I enjoyed and develop my experience and skillsa piece of service I enjoyed and develop my experience and skills

further.further.

Since becoming TLO I have had the pleasure of getting to know manySince becoming TLO I have had the pleasure of getting to know many

more fellowship members across the Intergroup and have also gainedmore fellowship members across the Intergroup and have also gained

a better understanding of Intergroup and its activities and got to knowa better understanding of Intergroup and its activities and got to know

other TLOs within the SouthEast region.other TLOs within the SouthEast region.  

It's been an exciting transition period over the past few years with theIt's been an exciting transition period over the past few years with the

introduction of new BT software, as well streamlining many of theintroduction of new BT software, as well streamlining many of the

other working practices. I am pleased to have been part ofother working practices. I am pleased to have been part of

implementing these changes (there are already proposals from theimplementing these changes (there are already proposals from the

Telephone National subcommittee for further improvements).Telephone National subcommittee for further improvements).  

This will hopefully provide new opportunities and challenges for myThis will hopefully provide new opportunities and challenges for my

successor and the team. All in all I have thoroughly enjoyedsuccessor and the team. All in all I have thoroughly enjoyed

embracing responsibilities that the role and the service has offeredembracing responsibilities that the role and the service has offered

me, thanks to my sobriety and the help of this Fellowship."me, thanks to my sobriety and the help of this Fellowship."

Greg BGreg B

mailto:health.southdown@aamail.org
mailto:health.southdown@aamail.org


D A N I  S H A R E S  H E R  E X P E R I E N C E  O F
T H E  S U M M E R  P I C N I C  I N  T H E  P A R K

I 've just come back from the summer picnic in the park and loved it.

There were about 70 people and it  took place in Staunton Country

Park on Sunday 31st July. The organisers sorted free teas and soft

drinks for everyone and various sweet snacks; plus people brought

homemade cakes and their own picnics. 

We all  sat around on picnic blankets and camping chairs and it  was

really nice. The atmosphere was super chilled and relaxed. There

was parents, partners, children and dogs including fellows so it  felt

very inclusive and welcoming - l ike a big, extended community. 

For me, it  was nice to see people I  hadn't seen for a while as it

bought together a lot of different meetings across the intergroup. A

lot of fellows I know go to regular meetings, so to get people

together that don't see each other every week was a lovely idea. 

For someone like me in their f irst 18 months, fellowship time out of

the rooms is so important so you know recovery is not just meetings

and step work. That it 's also about having those connections and

making friendships, especially early on when you stil l  feel so lonely

a lot of the time. 

In the Big Book it  says "we are not a glum lot" and I think events

like this show we absolutely insist on enjoying life. Everyone was

laughing, smiling, catching up, checking in on each other, having a

general chit chat and enjoying the sunshine. We did get a few

drops of rain but it  was a beautiful day and everyone seemed in

good spirits.  It  was nice to meet family members -  some people

were playing football and games with kids and dogs were running

around. 

For me its just a great example of the support network of AA. The

bit in the book which tells us that fellows are often people who

would not normally mix in the outside world. That's what this was -

young, old, male, female, people with different backgrounds all

coming together because we're a community and we have this

common thread. The fellowship brings so many people from

different walks of l ife together and it 's been awesome for me to get

to know people, especially as I 'd usually only hang out with people

my age. 

I  would definitely do it  again. It 's a beautiful thing to have a place

to socialise and be reminded we can all  have this fun life without

alcohol and share it  outside of meetings. 

 

Dani

interlink spotlight
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